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Abstract— This paper presents the experimental validation
of automatic dexterous in-hand manipulation of micro-objects.
Currently, precise handling of micro-objects is still a challenge
especially when large rotations are required. Indeed, the current
dexterity of microgrippers is still very low and only some small
range rotations have been shown. Although, the robotic hands
in the macroscale have better capabilities, they are not able to
manipulate micro-objects. The proposed approach extends the
capabilities of dexterous macrohands to the microgrippers enabling dexterous micro-manipulation. Design rules of the microhand fingers and trajectories enabling micro-manipulation are
proposed. The developed methods are validated by simulation
and on an original experimental prototype having three fingers
(7µm in diameter). Half turns of 220µm square objects demonstrates the relevance of the approach which opens the way to
new advanced in-hand micro-manipulation and micro-assembly
methods.

I. INTRODUCTION
The development of microtechnologies in fields such as
biomedical instrumentation, watch industry and optical microsystems, in which several technologies has to be merged
in a unique system, has increased the applicative interest of
micro-assembly in micromanufacturing. However, most of
micro-assembly operations are still done manually because
of the lack of automated systems able to perform complex
operations especially when orientation positioning is critical.
The first challenge for micro-assembly mentioned in a
large majority of papers in the literature deals with the
adhesion forces (mainly van der Waals, electrostatic and
capillary forces) which are larger than volume forces (weight
and inertia). The manipulation strategies in microscale have
to take this constraint into account.
The development of microassembly methods is also limited by the lack of precision of multi-axes rotation systems
which are currently not able to provide sufficient positioning
accuracy for precise micro-assembly [1], [2]. The classical
structure of an industrial robot consisting in bodies, joints
and actuators linked in serial or parallel architecture are not
efficient in microscale. Indeed, the eccentricity error of a conventional joint (e.g. several microns) becomes comparable
to the request manipulation precision when manipulating a
micro-object. The use of a serial robotic structure composed
of several rotational stages is only possible for large microobject having a size down to 100µm [3]. Moreover the
rotation of a whole robot to manipulate only microparts
significantly increases the moved mass and thus reduces the
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potential throughput. The last drawback is the high volume
needed to achieve the rotations which limits the application
of this solution especially in confined environments (Scanning Electron Microscope, for instance). To work around
this problem, self-assembly techniques have been developed
[1], [4]. However, these techniques have limited application
cases.
Increasing the dexterity of the microgrippers is one of the
most studied solutions to overcome the precision lack in rotation. Indeed, in-hand manipulation allows to perform local
rotations without using conventional rotation stages. Previous
works have demonstrated the feasibility of automatic and
semi-automatic handling using two [5]–[8], three [9] or
four [10] probes having several degrees of freedom (DoF).
However, the manipulated objects were limited to microspheres except in [9] where more complex objects have been
manipulated using three probes having 6 DoF (two mobile
fingers and a static one). In [11] an integrated dexterous
gripper with 2 fingers having 3 DoF each was also used
for micro-parts inspection. In all these works, no regrasping
strategy was considered during the manipulation and the
contact points between the gripper and the manipulated
object were kept as stable as possible which limits the manipulation to small rotation adjustments. In [12]–[14], large
object rotations have been performed thanks to two compliant
microtweezers. However, the manipulation process requires
placing the manipulated object on a specially designed shape
for object regrasp which limits the versatility of the approach.
To enhance the dexterity in micro-manipulation, multiple
fingers, having multiple DoF, are needed to enable online
regrasping.
In this paper, we propose a new approach of automatic
multi-fingers dexterous micro-manipulation using rolling
contacts and finger gaiting strategies. Based on our knowledge, this work represents the first in-hand manipulation performed in microscale, which allows 180◦ positioning range.
The experimental validation of the concept is performed
on several micro-objects of different sizes (from 120µm to
400µm).
The next section describes the proposed manipulation
strategies and formalizes the dexterous micro-manipulation
problem. Section III details the finger gaiting trajectory
generation and the kinematics behind it. Finally, section IV
describes the experimental setup and shows the obtained results in micro-objects reorientation, followed by a conclusion
and perspectives.

Fig. 1: Proposed in-hand manipulation principle : the manipulated object is rotated using 3 microfingers moving in a
plane. Each finger has a 2DoF translation motion.

(a) Manipulation 3D representation

Fig. 2: The main dexterous manipulation steps. After the
initial grasping, the manipulated object is reoriented using
two fingers until the stability limit is reached, whereupon
the object regrasp using the third finger is performed. The
reorientation and regraping operations are repeated until the
desired orientation is reached. Finally, the object is released,
inserted or assembled.

II. HANDLING PRINCIPLE AND PROBLEM
DEFINITION
A. MANIPULATION APPROACH
The approach of the proposed dexterous manipulation
method is to translate, in the plane (x and y axes), N
compliant beams which will act as fingers to handle microobjects (as depicted in Fig.1). The fingers will apply a
bending force on the manipulated object to move it along
a reference trajectory. To perform pick-and-place operations
using dexterous micro-manipulation approach, the handling
sequence is decomposed into four major steps (see Fig.2):
1) Grasping the object from the substrate
2) Translation of the fingers and in-hand rotation of the
object
3) Finger gaiting and in-hand regrasping of the object
(and eventually going to step 2)
4) Release or assembly of the object
Each step will imply several constraints to take into
account in order to perform a stable handling. In absence of
force sensors able to measure grasping force in microscale,
fingers compliance will be exploited to control the grasping
forces. The next subsection focuses on the three first steps
and presents their characteristics.
B. NOTATIONS AND HYPOTHESES
The notations of this section are illustrated in Fig.3. In
accordance with our experimental device, we focus on the
case where cylindrical fingers are used to manipulate an
object with opposite edges. We assume that all the fingers
have identical shapes and mechanical behaviors. The main
parameters and their definition are summarized in Table I.

(b) Manipulation 2D representation (projection on (Oxy))

Fig. 3: The proposed dexterous micro-manipulation solution
(a) illustrated in 3D and (b) its 2D projection. Compliant
beams are used as fingers to grasp and manipulate the object
by rolling without sliding. The desired forces are obtained
by controlling the fingers bending thanks to the fingers
bases positions calculated as a function of the contact points
distance.

Frames and points:
We consider compliant fingers whose base is translated
along 2 DoF, and which are in contact with a square shaped
object. L defines the length of the edge of the object.
The origin of the object frame Ro ={O,(x,y,z)} is chosen as
the center of the closest object surface to the actuation as
depicted in Fig.3.a. The x & y axes are parallel to the object
edges.
 
x
Bi = bi is the projection of the ith finger base center
ybi
on the (Oxy) plan.
 
x
Ci = ci
is the contact point between the ith finger
yci R
o
and the object on the (Oxy) plan.
Fi is the intersection between the ith finger central axis
and the (Oxy) plan.

Notation
xbi , ybi
xci , yci
jx , j y
ci
ci
L
h
∆θ
Rd
Hd
ε, εxi , εyi
i/0
i/0
Fx , Fy
Re
E
k
s/o
Fad
s/o
fad
Scontact
µ

Parameter
ith finger base position
ith finger contact position
th
i finger initial contact position
(before the jth rotation)
Object length
Object depth
Object orientation variation
Finger radius
Finger length
ith finger bending
ith finger applied force on the object
Finger yield
Finger Young Modulus
Finger flexural stiffness
Pull-off force between the object and the substrate
Pull-off surface force between the object and the substrate
Contact surface between the object and the substrate
Friction coefficient between the object and a finger

TABLE I: Main parameters used in the problem formulation.

Geometrical and material properties:
The parameters describing the end-effectors (fingers) are:
the radius Rd , the flexure stiffness k (defined by the EulerBernoulli formula), the Young Modulus E and the mechanical yield Re . The contact between the object and a finger is
considered as a punctual contact, with a friction coefficient
µ. Hd defines the distance between the contact point and the
finger base.

capillarity...) will then have a significant influence on the
manipulation and have to be considered. As the manipulation strategy implies rolling without sliding, the finger
trajectory will ensure that no slippage will occur during the
manipulation. This means that the sliding limit defined by a
s/o
friction cone will not be exceeded. Let Fad be the adhesion
force amplitude between the substrate and the considered
f /o
object (pull-off force) and Fad the adhesion force amplitude
between a finger and the object.
The adhesion will increase the contact force between a
finger and the object, and between the object and the substrate. In other words, adhesion improves the stability during
the in-hand manipulation but induces difficulties during the
pick-up from the substrate. Nevertheless, adhesion amplitude
is highly variable and unpredictable due to its dependence
on the characteristics of the contact surface between the
considered objects (tribology of surfaces, applied forces,
etc.). This stochastic behavior will imply different hypotheses
on adhesion during the four main manipulation steps considering always the worst case.
C. MANIPULATION STABILITY
The effect of adhesion forces in microscale requires particular care to guarantee stable in-hand micro-manipulation
process. We propose to study the stability of the steps
required for successful manipulation: grasping, reorientation
and regrasping.
Initial grasping and pull-off:

Grasping force control:
A contact between the ith finger and the object induces a
−−→
bending Fi Bi which is proportional to the applied force on
−−→
i/o
the object Rext :
!
 
i/o
−−→
−−→
εxi
Fx
i/o
Rext =
.
(1)
i/o = k Fi Bi = k ε
yi
Fy
−−→
The bending Fi Bi is the distance from the tip to the base
of the finger in projection in the (Oxy)
q plan (see Fig.3.b). ε
defines the bending amplitude: ε = ε2x + ε2y .
As we consider in the study that the contacts are on parali/o
i/o
lel edges, Fx and Fy will always respectively represent the
tangential and normal component of applied forces. Knowing
the fingers stiffness, the forces applied on the object can be
controlled through the fingers bending thanks to the fingers
bases positions which can be calculated as a function of the
contact points distance. The case in which the fingers are in
−
contact with the edges parallel to →
x is not detailed in this
paper but is similar to the previous case.

We assume that the parts to handle are initially laid on
a planar surface (the substrate). For the successful pick-up
of the object using two fingers (Fig.4), it is necessary to
s/o
overcome pull-off force Fad between the object and the
substrate (plan/plan contact). During this step, the critical
case corresponds to the maximal possible value of the pulls/o
off force Fad , and the minimal adhesion force between the
fingers and the object. We consequently assume that there is
no adhesion between the fingers and the object. Considering
that the two fingers have a friction coefficient µ, to pick-up
the object, the normal force to apply by each finger is:
−−→
−−→
1 s/o
1/o
2/o
kFx k = kFx k ≥ .Fad
(2)
2µ
The minimum admissible grasping force applied by each
finger is then given by:
−−→
−−→ 1
1
1 1 s/o
1/o
1/o
Fgrasping = (kFx k2 + kFy k2 ) 2 ≥ (1 + 2 ) 2 Fad
2
µ

(3)

Object reorientation:
The influence of the adhesive frictional contacts:
In microscale, volume forces such as weight can be considered negligible compared to the blocking forces applied
by the fingers. Adhesion forces (van der Waals, electrostatic,

During the in-hand reorientation, the
the contact points on the object and the
forces directions applied by the pair of
the orientation equilibrium of the object

displacement of
evolution of the
fingers modifies
which makes it

Fig. 4: Representation of the grasping forces exerced by 2
fingers to detach an object from the substrate. The condition
to achieve the object pick-up is that the exerted grasp forces
overcome the pull-off force.

Fig. 6: Example of regrasping using 3 fingers. Geometry of
the different elements should enable both initial and final
configuration to be stable by applying forces remaining in
the friction cone.

yc2 − yc1
|≤µ
(5)
L
Considering that the fingers can roll on the object without
sliding during the reorientation, equation 5 can be expressed
as a function of the initial contact points positions 1 yci and
the object rotation amplitude ∆θ as follows:
|

−1 yc1 − 2Rd ∆θ
| ≤ µ,
(6)
L
Let us consider an initial grasping in which contact points
−−→
C1 and C2 are in front of each other (C1C2 is the normal of
the grasped object edges). The maximal achievable angle ∆θ
without regrasping is:
|

1y

c2

|∆θ| ≤
Fig. 5: Finger rolling while handling an object: rolling
induces a contact point variation that must be considered
to ensure a stable grasp.

rotate as shown in Fig.5. The most critical situation which
is considered during this step is when the adhesion forces
that contribute to stabilise the grasp are null. In absence of
external forces (the gravitation force being neglected), the
grasp stability while rotating the object is ensured when the
applied forces remain in the friction cone. Let us consider
the Newton’s law applied at the center of the object:
1/o
2/o
Fx + Fx

1/o
2/o

Fy + Fy
2/o
1/o
2/o
L
− Fy ) − Fx yc2
2 (Fy





1/o
− Fx yc1




→
−
= 0 ,

(4)

Ro

As only two forces are applied on the object respectively
in C1 and C2 , we can show that both forces are parallel
−−→
to C1C2 . Consequently, the ratio between the tangential and
normal forces depends on the contact points positions. Thus,
the grasp stays stable as long as:

µL
2Rd

(7)

Regrasping:
If the required rotation angle is larger than the achievable
one using two fingers, the object regrasping using a third
finger is needed to continue the rotation (see Fig.6).
The regrasping can be performed if both finger 1 & 2
and finger 1 & 3 represent stable grasps. Considering both
geometrical conditions (5) for each grasp and the fact that
the minimal distance between finger centers is 2Rd , the finger
gaiting can be done only if:
Rd ≤ L µ

(8)

This inequality shows that the regrasping feasibility does
not depend on rotation amplitude but only on the relative
dimensions between the end-effectors and the object. During
the transition between the two configurations, the pull-off
forces between the removed fingers and the object may also
disturb the grasp. A detailed study of the impact of pull-off
force on finger gaiting is presented in [15].
To conclude this section, adhesion is a phenomenom that
contributes to stabilize the grasp during in-hand rotation but
disturbs pick-up and regrasping operations. Consequently,
hypotheses about adhesion are:

s/o

Pull-off Fad is maximal and adhesion between the
f /o
object and the fingers Fad is zero during the pick-up.
f /o
• Fad
is minimal for fingers grasping the object and
maximal for the finger to detach.
This microscale particularity were considered for the
design of the finger. The equations (2) to (8) define a
compromise to reach regarding the geometry of the fingers.
Indeed, a tradeoff has to be found between both conditions.
This point will be tackled in section IV.B.
•

III. MOTION PLANNING
In this section, we are going to propose a formulation of
finger trajectories enabling the different manipulation steps.
Initial grasping:
During the intial grasping step, the fingers are translated
from their initial position to the pick-up grasping configuration where two opposite fingers are used (Fig.7.a). Knowing
the stiffness of the fingers, the fingers bases positions are
calculated to generate the required blocking force Fgrasping
allowing to overcome the pull-off force as defined in (3).
After reaching the required positions, the object is moved
up to a position above the substrate.
Rotation:
Once the object is detached from the substrate, a first
rotation is performed by the two fingers used during the pickup step. The fingers trajectories are generated to enable the
rolling of the fingers on the object sides. In the case presented
here, the center of rotation is chosen as the center of mass
of the object as shown in Fig.5. For a given initial contact
points 1 yc1 and 1 yc2 , the fingers base positions are defined
by:

 

−−→
xb1
−Rd − L2 + εx1
= OB1 = 1
(9a)
yb1 R
yc1 + Rd ∆θ + εy1
o
 


−−→
xb2
R + L − εx2
= OB2 = 1 d 2
(9b)
yb2 R
yc2 − Rd ∆θ − εy2
o
The symmetry
q of the forces
q induces a symmetry of the
2
2
bending: ε = εx1 + εy1 = ε2x2 + ε2y2 . The positions of the
fingers bases expressed in the object frame Ro are thus given
by:


−Rd − L2 + r 1 1ε
 
yc2 − yc1 −2Rd ∆θ 2


1+(
)
xb1
L


sε
 (10a)
yb  = 1 yc + Rd ∆θ + r
1
 1

L
2
1+( 1
) 

1
1 R
yc2 − yc1 −2Rd ∆θ
o
1


Rd + L2 − r 1 1ε
 
yc2 − yc1 −2Rd ∆θ 2


1+(
)
xb2
L


sε
 (10b)
yb  = 1 yc − Rd ∆θ − r
2
 2

L
2
1+( 1
) 

1
1 R
yc2 − yc1 −2Rd ∆θ
o
1

Fig. 7: Dexterous manipulation using rolling without sliding
and finger gaiting techniques: the 180◦ rotation of the object
is obtained by performing a succession of rotations (a→b,
d→e) and regraspings (b→d, e→g).

, where s = sign(yc2 − yc1 ).
These equations describe the base centers B1 and B2
coordinates expressed in the object frame Ro . The fingers
trajectories can be expressed in the working frame by simply
applying the transformation matrix between both frames:
w

X = T o X,

(11)

where w X and o X are respectively the homogeneous positions
of the fingers in the work frame and the object frame and
T the transformation matrix between both frames depending
on the object pose.
Regrasping:
When the contact point positions between the fingers and
the manipulated object reaches the stability limit or one of
the object corners, a regrasping is needed (Fig.7.b →Fig.7.d).
The new grasp will be stable if and only if the applied
forces are in the friction cone. Finger 3 can then be placed

on the object respecting the stability condition. The direction
of rotation and the fingers accessible workspace will impose
the side on which the finger will be placed on (Finger’s
1 or Finger’s 2 side). The approach trajectory of Finger
3 satisfying the stability condition and the application of
desired force is given by:


Rd + L2 − r 2 ε 2


yc2 − yc1 2

) 
1+(
xb3 (ε)
L


sε
,
yb (ε) =  2 yc − r
3
3


L
2
1+( 2
) 

2
1
yc2 − yc1
Ro
1

(12)

where 2 yc1 and 2 yc3 are respectively the initial positions of
Finger 1 and Finger 3, before detaching Finger 2. At last,
Finger 2 is detached from the object and the object rotation
is resumed.
The two previous sections provided us all the mathematical
formulations needed to generate stable trajectories during the
three manipulation steps studied. The criteria (3), (7) and (8)
respectively define the stability limit of the grasping, in-hand
rotation and finger gaiting, while the equations (10), (11) and
(12) enable to generate the trajectories.

B. DESIGN OF THE FINGERS
Objects from 100 to 500µm in length & width and
about 100µm in thickness have been considered. The fingers
have to be dimensioned in order to satisfy stability criteria
enounced in section II, for all considered object sizes. They
also have to be rigid enough to reach a sufficient force able
to overcome the pull-off forces and sufficiently compliant to
allow the control of the forces exerted on the manipulated
object. Thus, their dimensions have to allow to:
• Overcome the pull-off force between the object and the
substrate during the initial grasping:
To avoid breaking the fingers by applying an excessive
force and to prevent collision between the fingers supports (bending higher than the half of the object edge
length), we consider the analytical formulation of strain
and bending while applying a force on the fingers:

(13a)
 σ(Fgrasping ) ≤ Re
L
 ε(Fgrasping ) ≤ ,
(13b)
2
where σ is the internal strain induced by the bending
ε of the carbon fibers. We consider that the maximum
s/o
pull-off force is proportional to the surface force fad
and the contact surface of the widest manipulated object
Scontact :

IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The role of the 6-DoF dexterous manipulation system,
shown on Fig.8, is to demonstrate the experimental viability
of our approach. The experimental system is composed of:
• The actuation system:
6 Smaract SLC-1730 piezoelectric actuators controlled
in closed-loop. Travel: 18mm, repeatability: 1.5µm.
• The fingers:
3 carbon fibers (Fig.8 & Fig.10). Diameter: 7µm, approximate length: 350µm (more details on the fibers will
be given in the next section).
• The vision system:
Two 1024 x 768 pixels cameras with CCD sensors, a
front camera and a side one placed at 45◦ , both equipped
with a x5 zoom.
• Initial positioning of the fingers:
Three Newport M-DS40-XY manual linear stages with
1µm sensitivity.
The architecture of the whole system is presented in Fig.9.
The fingers are carbon microfiber beams which can be
translated independently of each other in the plane (Oxy),
thanks to the stick-slip actuators. We ensure beforehand that
all fingers bases have the same depth by adjusting their
position along the z axis using the manual linear stages.
The crystallographic quality of the fibers enables large
elastic deformations. The fibers are fixed on the tip of a
silicon triangle, as shown in Fig.10. This part has been
manufactured from a silicon wafer with a diamond saw and
glued on a polymer support. The geometry of the silicon part
has been designed to prevent collision during 180◦ rotation
of the object.

s/o

s/o

Fad = fad Scontact

(14)

This equation enables to define the theoretical maximum pull-off force value. The minimum blocking force
applied by fingers to ensure a stable initial grasp is
calculated from (3):
1
1 1 s/o
Fgrasping ≥ (1 + 2 ) 2 fad .Scontact
(15)
2
µ
The maximum finger lengths are calculated from the
bending and strain formulas for an Euler-Bernoulli
beam:

3 E π R4d L 13



H
≤
(
)
(16a)
d

4 Fgrasping

π Re R3d


Hd ≤
(16b)

2 Fgrasping
•

Perform rotations with the highest possible amplitude,
without sliding:
As defined in (Fig.7), the amplitude of the rotation ∆θ
is a function of the end-effector radius Rd . Moreover,
collision due to fingers supports will also limit the
rotation amplitude to approximatively π2 . We choose
to maximize the available rotation and to define a Rd
enabling to perform the maximal rotation π2 . From (7),
Rd verifies:
µ Lmin
Rd ≤
,
(17)
π
where Lmin is the minimum length of manipulated
objects.

Fig. 8: The dexterous micro-manipulation station. 3 cylindrical fingers are mounted on a support and translated by the
actuation system to perform manipulations. Two cameras allow to calibrate and visualise the 6 DoF micro-manipulation
system.

Fig. 9: Blok diagram describing the interactions between the different elements of the setup and the user. Thanks to the
interface, the user can send trajectories to the actuation system. Fingers will thus be translated to execute the commanded
task. A visual of micro-object manipulation is given back by the cameras.

•

Perform stable in-hand regraspings:
From the stability criterion which was introduced in (8)
we can deduce that:
Rd ≤ Lmin µ
Both criteria (8) and (17) define a minimum value for
Rd . The criterion (8) is less restrictive than the (17),
and only the second one (17) is thus considered.

The Modulus E of the carbon fibers used in the experimental setup may vary between 200 and 600GPa, and their
yield Re between 2 and 7GPa. We consider a medium value
to define an order of magnitude of the applied forces and
the internal stress: Re = 4.5GPa, E=400GPa. Pull-off and
friction values cannot be known a priori. We assume the
following values of adhesion between the substrate and the

Parameter
Minimum length of object
Maximum length of object
Depth of object
Maximum contact surface
Carbon fibers yield
Carbon fibers Young Modulus
Maximum pull-off surface force
Minimum friction finger/object

Notation
Lmin
Lmax
h
Scontact
Re
E
s/o
fad
µ

Value
100µm
500µm
100µm
5.104 µm2
4.5GPa
400GPa
10kPa
0.25

TABLE II: Parameters of the experimental setup

s/o

object, and friction between the fingers and the object: fad <
10kPa, µ > 0.25. The experiments will confirm the order of
magnitude of these parameters. The table II summarizes all
the parameters of the experimental setup which satisfy the
requirements expressed in (13) to (16).

developed for in-hand micro-manipulation. The simulator’s
features and architecture is described below.
Simulator description:
•

Fig. 10: Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) photograph
of a 7µm in diameter carbon fiber glued on a silicon tip.

•

Equation (17) provides a maximal value of Rd : Rd ≤ 8µm.
We choose Rd = 3.5µm to keep a stability margin while
handling. At last, considering the chosen value of the fingers
radius, the maximum fingers admissible length is Hdmax =
294µm. We choose a lower value about Hd = 250µm. The
total fingers lengths are about 350µm to take into account
the manipulated object thickness and the possible position
uncertainties.
C. CALIBRATION OF THE SYSTEM
Each finger being moved independently by its own translation stages (2 DoF motion), we need to express their
positions in the same frame. The front camera is used to
calibrate the system thanks to the homography matrices.
Each finger is moved to pre-defined positions sequence (grid
like positions). The corresponding positions in the image are
measured which enables computing the homography matrix
between the actuators and the camera frames:
 
 
xi
Xi
yi  = Hi Yi 
(18)
1
1
The coordinate in each actuator reference frame is simply
obtained by inversing the homography matrix:
 
 
Xi
xi
Yi  = H −1 yi 
(19)
i
1
1
The calibration precision will directly influence the fingers
trajectory accuracy and the success of the manipulation
operations.
D. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Before performing the experimental validation of the proposed dexterous micro-manipulation method, the proposed
approach was validated in simulation. Existing simulators
developed for dexterous manipulation in macroscale are
not fully usable in micro-manipulation. Indeed, none of
the current simulators enables to simulate flexure, adhesive
contact and rolling at the same time. Thus, a simulator was

•

Fingers bases coordinates generation
Extraction of the fingers coordinates is achieved thanks
to sampling functions associated to the trajectory. The
initial sampling step can be given by the user or generated automatically. An adaptive sampling is then used
when the system is close to an unstable state (sliding,
adhesive contact loss). All parameters, and in particular
adhesion forces, can be set randomly from their nominal
value, in order to validate the method robustness.
Contact detection
Contact detection enables measuring the contact position of the finger on the object. Initial contact detection
is done by projecting the finger base on the object
plane. Once the fingers and the manipulated object are
in contact, the contact position is updated at each step.
Sliding or contact loss can be known by calculating the
normal and tangential components of the contact forces.
Adhesion is calculated as described in the previous
sections. Rolling is calculated from the object angle
variation and fingers radius.
Equilibrium position resolution
Fingers are modeled as springs that apply forces which
are proportional to the deformations. The distance between the fingers base and the contact point corresponds
to the spring deformation, enabling to determine the
−→
applied force Fext on the object in the x and y directions.
→
−
The equilibrium position P is computed by inversing
the stiffness matrix K built from the springs stiffness:
→
−
−→
P = −inv(K) Fext
(20)

Simulation results:
The example of the simulation of a 180◦ rotation of a
220µm silicon square is presented in Fig.11. The fingers trajectories and forces are respectively described in Fig.11.a and
Fig.11.b. This grasping sequence consists in the following
steps:
• Initial approach (t0 → t1 )
The three fingers come in position to begin the manipulation.
• Pick-up (t1 → t2 )
Finger 2 & Finger 3 perform the initial grasping without
sliding thanks to a high force Fgrasping = 450µN that
ensures to overcome the pull-off force between the
object and the substrate. The peak on each force curves
along the y axis represents the half of the simulated
pull-off force.
• First rotation (t2 → t3 )
The grasping forces applied by Fingers 2 and 3 are
reduced to Fr = 225µN and a 90◦ rotation of the object
is performed.

Fig. 11: Simulation of the handling of a 220µm silicon square. Elaborated trajectories are generated (a) and then introduced
in the handling simulation block that returns applied forces (b).

•

•

•

Regrasping (t3 → t4 )
In this step, Finger 1 takes over from Finger 3. The
peak on the Finger 2 force appears when Finger 1
takes position on the object. The applied force Fr is
set to a significant lower value than Fgrasping in order to
guarantee that the force is always lower than Fgrasping
despite this force peak. However, the force Fr during
in-hand manipulation must be high enough to guarantee a grasping stability despite the potential adhesion
disturbance that appears when Finger 3 is removed. In
our experiments, Fr = 225µN is sufficient to change the
fingers without disturbing the grasping stability.
Rotation continuation (t4 → t5 )
The second rotation is performed following the same
procedure as the first one with Fingers 1 and 2.
Object release (t5 → t6 )
The object is released on the substrate while making
the fingers sliding on the object edges. This explains

the last peak on Fingers 1 and 2 force curves.
Experimental results:
The manipulation trajectories tested in simulation have
been validated experimentally (see Fig.12). After aligning the
fingers and the object thanks to the manual z linear stages
and calibrating the setup, the computer generates the planned
trajectories to square objects, with a length of 120µm and
220µm for the silicon ones and 400µm for the SU8 ones.
The object is initially laid on a planar surface made
of glass (see Fig.12.a). The fingers positions trajectories
validated in simulation are executed thanks to the positioning
stages controllers. No vision feedback is exploited which
enables to show the robustness of the proposed method
against uncertainties.
The pick-up step was successfully achieved which means
that hypotheses about the frictions and the pull-off were

Fig. 12: Experimental in-hand manipulation of a 220µm silicon square using 3 fingers. The object is firstly detached from
the substrate (a→c). Then a first rotation is performed (c→e). After the in-hand regrasping (e→g), a second rotation (g→i)
enables to generate the tested 180◦ reorientation for finally replacing the object on the substrate (i→j).
Finger
1
2
3
Execution duration

Axis
X
Y
X
Y
X
Y

Manipulation range
277µm
254µm
265µm
355µm
445µm
241µm
14s

TABLE III: Manipulation range and execution duration between the initial grasping and the pose of the object.

satisfied. A residual rotation of the object about the z axis
appears during the initial grasping. This is a consequence
of calibration errors and fingers orientations defaults (the
fingers being not exactly parallel). Positioning errors due
to calibration imply that one finger comes in contact with
the object before the other one. The orientation defaults of
the fibers imply that the contact point is not located on the
center of the object side, creating a pivot. However, we can
see that the object realigns with the fibers during the manipulation. Rotations and regrasping operations were performed
successfully for all object lengths. No apparent sliding has
been observed during the 180◦ object reorientation as shown
on the images sequence of Fig.12.
The stages displacement ranges and the time required
in the execution of the whole manipulation sequence
(Fig.12.b→Fig.12.j) are given in Table III. Note that the
presented trajectories execution time was not optimized and
further experiments have to be done to define the velocity
limit.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
This paper has presented a new micro-handling method
that exploits dexterity provided by a 3-compliant beams

manipulation system. A detailed study has been performed
to manipulate micro-objects having parallel edges. Manipulation procedure includes the grasping step, the in-hand rotation and the finger gaiting. The stability of each step has been
studied considering the worst case. The trajectory planning
associated to the defined steps and the fingers design methods
have been also provided. Automatic translations and rotations
over 180◦ degrees of objects with sizes down to 120µm have
successfully been performed. This demonstration shows that
this approach has a high potential in micro-assembly.
Based on the proof of concept presented in this paper, an
automatic 3D handling methods associated to an enhanced
setup will be developed. More complex object shapes will be
handled thanks to the trajectory planner developed in [15].
Furthermore, rotations about additional axes will be studied
enabling out of the plane rotations. Integrated dexterous

Fig. 13: 20.3µm in diameter polystyren sphere sticked on
a fiber tip. The punctual contact between the micro-sphere
and the manipulated object would allow 3D dexterous micromanipulation.

piezoelectric microgrippers will be used to perform assembly
tasks. More DoF will be integrated to the manipulation
system and a fourth finger will be added. To guarantee
punctual contact between the fingers and the manipulated
object, micro-spheres will be fixed to the fingers tips and
used as end-effectors as shown in Fig.13. This will result in
better estimation of the contact point’s positions and enables
3D motion control of the manipulated micro-object. Another
ambitious perspective is to perform dexterous manipulation
at the nanoscale.
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